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Abstract

The primary aim of this research is to develop an effective network interaction model in developing a new teacher’s soft skills. The authors carried out an analysis of a new teacher’s necessary soft skills and the existing models of partnerships. They outlined their views on the development of a networking model that is aimed at the systematic formation of a teacher’s soft skills. The empirical part is executed based on the Elabuga Institute of the Kazan Federal University. The created model can be used for the organisation of training system of a new type of teacher. It might as well be used as a model of the school-university partnership for revealing pedagogically gifted children or as an integrated model for the formation of basic teachers’ soft skills in the university.
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Introduction

The increased demand for highly skilled workforce compels the states to generate a higher return from education that would comply with international standards (Jonas et al., 2014). World trends in education are centered on strengthening transnational integration, which allows accelerating the experience and technologies exchange (APEC Education Cooperation Strategies, 2016).

The globalisation of education, which is a process of cultural and conceptual unification of knowledge around the world, has created the possibility of equal access to the quality of knowledge regardless of location, income, race, gender and age. The growth of population mobility, IT penetration and a desire of higher education institutions to generate additional profit have led to the emergence of transnational education (Code of Good Practice in the Provision of Transnational Services, 2002; Vincent-Lankran, 2010). This process entails an increase in the value of additional skills (soft skills) acquired during training, as professional knowledge becomes standardised.

A student can learn without leaving the country within the framework of a franchise education programme or the networking cooperation between higher education institutions (Kamyshanchenko & Stepanenko, 2014; Khabiri & Bahabad, 2019; Shurygin & Sabirova, 2017). Partnership development in the field of education is becoming more and more popular. The state cooperates with private educational organisations to provide population with quality education (Malik, 2010). The state position, regarding the sustainable development of education as an industry, allows creating the most effective teaching tools in the modern multicultural environment of students and teachers (Zhukova et al., 2019).

The following teacher’s abilities become the most demanded abilities in society. These include effective interaction with students; motivating them to learn, gain the latest information, set the learning goals based on target outcomes as well as make an adequate choice. The teacher has new roles to play in the modern educational space, such as the producer of talented youth (Freeman, 2015), learning process designer, mentor in drawing an individual learning trajectory (Maharoff & Hassan, 2015; Gerstein, 2017) and a social buffer for people with disabilities (Rouse, 2008). This is of course unlike the “Black hat” thinking\(^1\) (Al Jarrah, 2019) the teacher is hugely critical and avoids mistakes and risks in every way. This thinking is typical of the old, traditional, ineffective approach to communication with students. At this point, the teacher must have soft skills, be creative, generate ideas and effectively manage the team.

The research problem is that future teachers are taught in a way to form professional skills based on subject theory and classical teaching methods. Any curriculum, on the one hand, should continue to form practical professional skills, and on the other, create knowledge and experience of cooperation and joint work in working areas.

This research suggest in preparing a new type of teacher and developing his/her soft skills using the advantages of networking cooperation.

To accomplish the objectives, this research is organised into six sections. The literature review is dedicated to the issues of new-type teachers’ soft skills and networking cooperation in education. The methodological basis of the proposed model of networking cooperation is discussed in the methods section. The problems of realisation of networking cooperation between the links of formal and non-formal education both in local and international perspective are critically analysed in the results and discussion section.

Literature Review

Soft skills are unified skills that represent a wide range of competences, behaviour, attitudes and

\(^1\)“Black hat” - individuals looking for pitfalls to avoid mistakes and risks.
personal qualities that allow people to effectively interact with each other, perform well and achieve goals. The ability to understand and identify one’s own and other people’s emotions and the ability to control them is emotional intelligence (EQ). As a society-dependent quality, EQ is susceptible to development, consistently passing through the following stages: perception, understanding and regulation of emotions (Joseph & Newman, 2010).

Modern social intelligence studies multidimensionality and connection with academic intelligence giving the leading role to the cognitive component (Kang et al., 2006). Social intellect is considered as an integrative individual’s ability to recognise verbal and nonverbal human reactions, feelings and emotional states, to understand and predict own and other person’s behaviour in different circumstances (Mikhailova, 2007). Scientists fill the structure of social intelligence with different components. The social intelligence effect on communication and the ability to use it are covered by the professional teachers’ competence.

The process of allocating soft skills that a new-type teacher should possess is complicated by the fact that the teachers’ basic soft skills develop into professional ones, thereby moving to hard skills (Galazhinsky, 2017).

Soft skills are formed for a long time, but their dynamic development is subject to both diagnosis and self-diagnosis (Claxton et al., 2016). Soft skills might be observed and trained by engaging students in self-reflection, self-analysis and into the process of realising the learning strategies.

Networking in education is viewed from the standpoint of organisational forms, outcomes reaching, goal setting and cooperation management. The goals of networking cooperation are the following: gaining advantages from integrating the unique experience, knowledge, capabilities and resources of network participants, and/or obtaining an effective method for implementing education programmes. Networking participants can reach outcomes by integrating their resources (Popova, 2016).

This research suggest that soft skills are essential for education quality, only if the latter are formed in the context of partnership relations between formal and non-formal educational establishments, based on the practice-oriented principles and activity-based approach.

Thus, the purpose of this research is to build an effective model for networking cooperation that will contribute to new-type teachers' soft skills formation.

Methods
The research was conducted under the collaboration between two faculties (Biology and Chemistry, Economics of enterprises and organisations) in 2016-2017 in the Elabuga Institute of Kazan Federal University (Russia). The collaboration goal was to build a model of networking cooperation that shall contribute to new-type teacher’s soft skills formation. The introduced model is an original view on solving the problem of preparing a teacher for Education 3.0 (a mixture of cognitive psychology and active use of web-based technologies).

The conceptual research basis is in the following. The ideas of the priority of result (Kasprzhak & Kalashnikov, 2014) at each stage of soft skills formation are outlined in the model. To attain the objectives of the research, the modular approach (Pachauri & Yadav, 2014) to soft skills formation in the university, as well as the systematic formation of soft skills, were applied. Based on the original vision of the multi-level structure of teacher’s soft skills, their successive formation was modelled from the initial to the advanced level.

The introduced model of networking cooperation implies three stages of activity. At the first stage, vocational guidance work is organised with the 12-16-years-old secondary school students to identify the pedagogically gifted children that shall be included in the personalised soft skills formation programme. Academic training integration with the personalised development plan, designed with
some elements of profession-oriented instruction (mentoring, social projects, workshops, etc.) brings up a school education programme that shall meet the activity-based and practice-oriented approaches.

At the second stage, one of the three soft skills formation models is applied. At the third stage, the young teacher undergoes a yearlong internship at the educational establishment under the guidance of an experienced mentor. The stage contents are described in the results.

There were prototypes done for some part of the first stage, outlined in the introduced model, within the framework of partnership relations between the university, the Autonomy Non-Profit Organisation “Kazan Open University of Talents 2.0” (defines some common concerns for employers that become significant barriers to the talent acquisition), social volunteer organisations and secondary schools of Elabuga. In particular, this research has designed and tested a prototype of a vocational-oriented school for the 14-17-years-old secondary school students. The school is an intensive six-day course of immersion into the atmosphere of vocational tests, workshops, research and social projects, moderation, business games and other forms of intense soft skills formation. Prototyping has imposed a goal to gain experience in building a model of networking cooperation as an accelerator of soft skills formation. Such a prototype can also be applied to identify the pedagogical giftedness and professional self-determination of schoolchildren.

The students were chosen using motivation skills, associated with their readiness to develop professional competencies. Their number depended on the number of groups and their representation. One student-mentor manages the group of 5-6 people.

In the specified period, 95 schoolchildren aged 14-17 (8-10 grades), 17 students (bachelors in Education) and three experienced mentors (school and university teachers) took part in school activity. The number of full-time students limits sampling.

The prototype application turned out to be a problem due to a lack of tools that would allow determining real changes in the structure of social and emotional intelligence competencies being formed. The researchers could make assumptions on the soft skills formation dynamics only based on indirect data from observing changes in the quality and nature of mentor-student-to-student interaction. However, since such an assessment is subjective, the researchers failed to bring forward the observed results. The research errors were taken into account and shall be corrected in a second prototype. In particular, the researchers have to build a model for competency dynamics based on the model of disparity between personal competencies and expected ones, and to introduce factor analysis (Di Russo, 2016).

The prototype testing confirmed that pedagogically gifted children should be allocated to teaching orientation class.

**Results**

There is formal, non-formal and informal education. Each form is specific when it comes to acquiring knowledge and life experience; these are environments for personality development. These forms might be used to build a model of networking cooperation contributing to a new-type teacher’s soft skills formation (Figure 1).

Networking cooperation in formal and non-formal education has broader opportunities for forming socially important skills through education. Hence, through collaboration with partners, the problems might be solved by preparing children for life in society as well as preparing the teaching staff.
Informal education is performed at every moment of human interaction with the surrounding world and is the basis for further non-formal education. It influences the materialisation of interests, needs and abilities of a person in public and personal life.

The undoubted advantage of non-formal education is its focus on equal partner relations between the teacher and the student, which allows jointly building the educational process.

The organisers of networking raise the issue of a need to create a coordination centre for the cooperation to be more effective at the local levels. In the Figure 1, the Kazan Open University of Talents (hereinafter – UT) might take over the function of such a centre.

The soft skills are formed gradually in the context of networking cooperation between different educational establishments. The authors introduce the following model of networking cooperation for a new-type teacher’s soft skills formation (Figure 2).

At the first stage, a model of partnership between the school and non-formal educational establishments is created to develop basic soft skills (elementary level) (Table 1). The partnership is based on joint vocation-oriented activity, the purpose of which is to contribute to the professional self-determination of students and to form lifelong skills. The researchers believe that the paradigm of professional self-determination is replaced by the paradigm of general self-determination. At this point, the parents become participants of the networking cooperation as the main interested link.

This partnership should lead to the identification and vocation-oriented preparation of pedagogically gifted students. This stage of the model can be described as the integration of autonomous cooperation with the partial leadership of the school (S1), which takes responsibility for creating a teaching orientation class. The school implements an education programme that has some of the elements for gaining pedagogical experience in a teaching orientation class. In this case, the pedagogical
experience is the basic soft skills formation: organisational skills, communication skills and self-management skills, teamwork skills, the experience of designing and implementing social and pedagogical projects, as well as an individual program of development (IPD). The forms of networking cooperation can include vocational tests, workshops, social activities, teaching projects, and others.

![Diagram]

**Figure 2.** I stage: FE – formal education organisation (schools, grammar schools, lyceums). NFE1 – non-formal education organisation (extended education). S1 PC – school that has established a profile class (teaching orientation class). II stage: NFE2 and S2 – informal and formal education establishments (schools) as a place of pedagogical practice. IVE – intermediate vocational education establishments (pedagogical college). HEI – higher teacher education institutions. III stage: NFE3 and S3 – informal and formal education institutions (schools) as employers. AE – continuing academic education as an element of diversification in teacher education (realm of pedagogical science).

At the second stage, pedagogically gifted children, who were motivated to be teachers and have entered the teachers' college (SVE – secondary vocational education) are engaged into the process of forming basic soft skills of the second level. At the same time, there are enrollees, coming to educational establishments who did not pass the preliminary training (Shurygin & Krasnova, 2017).

At the third stage, general education organisations and extended education institutions for children act as employers. The researchers introduce a model for the graduates’ soft entry into the profession through a yearlong internship. At the stage end, the young teacher will gain basic professional skills. The trainee teacher works for a year under the guidance of a teacher-mentor appointed by the school and the teacher-instructor of the graduating department. Mentoring creates conditions for the young teacher to adapt to the specific features of the multi-functional professional activity of a teacher. He/she gets the opportunity for joint creativity and shared responsibility, which often frightens the young teachers. This period is significant for integrating the soft formed skills into professional skills and bringing hard skills up to automatism.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Soft Skills and their Content</th>
<th>Stages and Levels of Soft Skills Formation</th>
<th>II stage</th>
<th>III stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I stage</td>
<td>The Basic level</td>
<td>The Advanced level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Elementary level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Learning skills, readiness and self-education skills</td>
<td>Student has a conscientious attitude to continuous education as a prerequisite of successful professional and social activity</td>
<td>Student is able to and ready to direct own education, to design the trajectory of professional growth and development</td>
<td>Student is able to learn on permanent basis, advancing in teaching, to search for knowledge and to improve thinking skills. Student is able to study the market, to look for business opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Communication skills: ability to gain through communication, ability to interact with people</td>
<td>Student possesses skills of respectful and benevolent attitude to another person, his/her opinion, worldview, culture ... the ability to communicate with other people and achieve mutual understanding</td>
<td>Student is ready to interact with other learning participants. Student is able to express ideas in oral and written forms clearly, efficiently and with confidence. Student possesses active listening and responding skills. Student is able to present him/herself confidently</td>
<td>Student is able to discuss and develop a common opinion, to communicate with representatives of a different culture. Student is able to improve own communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social intelligence: team work skills, ability to perform various social roles, initiatives and leadership</td>
<td>Student possesses skills of cooperation with peers, young children and adults. Student is able to take into account the opinions of other participants and to defend own point of view</td>
<td>Student is able to work in a team, to perceive social, cultural and personal differences tolerantly. Student is able to understand</td>
<td>Student is able to plan and coordinate group work and to be responsible for the group decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Management skills: idea promotion from thought design to a meaningful guaranteed result, ability to manage people</td>
<td>Student is able to correlate own actions with the targets, monitor own activities while achieving the outcome. Student is able to determine the action methods for certain conditions and requirements, adjust the actions in accordance with a changing situation, to plan independently the ways of achieving the targets</td>
<td>Student is able to support children; organise their cooperation, support activity and initiatives, independence, develop their creative abilities, manage educational and research activities and design individual learning trajectories for children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student is able to control team members, manage the process in order to improve the organisation effectiveness. Student is able to identify new ideas, promote their advancement, create conditions for effective activity and to be a mentor for children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Skills of psychophysical self-organisation, ability to cope with problems, emotional intelligence</td>
<td>Student possesses self-assessment skills. Student is able to apply speech tools meaningfully in accordance with communication goals to express own feelings, thoughts and needs. Student is aware of own and other people’s emotions. Student is able to empathise</td>
<td>Student is able to and ready for self-organisation. Student is able to overcome stress, to manage one’s time. Student is ready to maintain the fitness level, contributing to full-fledged activity and openness to criticism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student possesses self-employment skills. Student is able to create a comfortable emotional atmosphere and to resolve conflicts effectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Thinking skills: ability to think critically to solve complex problems and make decisions,</td>
<td>Student possesses skills of information collection from various sources. Student is able to assess critically and choose the most effective way of solving problems,</td>
<td>Student is able to identify and analyse problems in a difficult situation and to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student is able to predict the events and make appropriate decisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find problem-oriented solutions (not in general, but solve a specific problem), cognitive flexibility</td>
<td>make decisions in educational and cognitive activities</td>
<td>give a valid estimate. The opportunity to expand and improve thinking skills, such as explanation, analysis and evaluation of discussion. Student is able to generate ideas and look for alternative solutions. Student is able to solve problems of upbringing, spiritual and moral development of children through learning and extracurricular activities</td>
<td>Student is able to draw conclusions based on valid evidence. Student is able to adapt consciously to a diverse work environment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student possesses environmentally oriented, reflective, evaluative and practical skills for gaining experience in environmental-oriented activities</td>
<td>Student is able to apply the basics of philosophical and socio-humanitarian knowledge to shape a responsible attitude to nature</td>
<td>Student is able to be in ethical relationships, to be responsible for own ecological footprint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7. Skills of ecologically conscious behaviour

**Discussion**

The practice of advanced teacher training through autonomous networking cooperation is widely spread as a form of cooperation with various institutions and publishing houses under partial leadership of the international organisation (International House Frankfurt, 2018). Such model implies the union of equal partners to accompany the programme of advanced training, where each participant is responsible for a certain type of activity. Cooperation participants are included in the coordination council.
At the stage of the school-university partnership, networking cooperation is carried out through a strong network, when the higher educational establishment is the central organisation coordinating the cooperation between the schools and extended educational establishments. This central organisation often acts in its own interests (Devlet-Geldy, 2015). In terms of network management, this model is not effective because it is built on the principles of a vertical hierarchy, not partnership interaction. The expected outcome requires strengthening the practice-oriented competency-based approach to teacher training. At this point, distributed network model will be more appropriate. The identically distributed network model shall be applied at the time of handling the instrumental distributed network, based on the resource exchange system aimed at solving problems. Another option for cooperation is aimed at achieving a common outcome, in this case, at preparing a teacher possessing the basic soft skills (Stage II, Figure 2).

The chain model is a linear hierarchical structure of interaction when each partner strictly takes part in the achievement of a common goal. In this case, the first chain link organises the whole process.

Although the sequence of stages seems to be a linear one, the introduced model is a solid network. In fact, only a more complicated process of soft skills formation is linear in sequence — each subsequent level of soft skills is achieved from the previous one.

The education programme model is often applied to solve the problem of practice-oriented learning. In this case, institutions of secondary vocational education and the employer jointly design and implement education programme. The latter is in order to learn the conditions that increase teaching and learning effectiveness and to build their models to improve education quality (Thessin et al., 2017).

The variety of described models of networking cooperation is not completed or strictly obligatory; this is just the basis for further modelling of relationships. The new system requirements in solving relevant problems and achieving the required outcomes can lead to new options. The significance of networking cooperation lies not behind the model, but behind the process of achieving a high-quality outcome with it that would correspond to the needs of society.

Conclusion

Thus, teachers’ soft skills formation requires his/her engagement in formal and non-formal communication with children, which is impossible without coordinated actions and mutually adapted programmes of formal and non-formal education. The teacher education standards should be extended by creating an educational environment in the form of a network, where the student is not an education programme consumer, but a co-author of own learning trajectory corresponding to personal characteristics (interests, inclinations, needs).

The teacher must get a time shot to solve the problems, set in the modern educational system, effectively, namely, to possess socially important skills or soft skills. These are the abilities to create partnership, identify the interests and needs of a modern child in order to adapt the teaching and learning process to these characteristics. Other abilities include abilities to combine education and life not opposing them, learn and teach other children how to live in the changing environment.

The school-university partnership prototype analysis revealed a number of shortcomings in the research organisation. For example, the selection of tools for assessing the soft skills formation dynamics as a model to identify gaps between the personal competencies and the expected ones. It is also necessary to compare the mono-models of soft skills formation with the competences shaped through networking cooperation.

The researchers cannot bring forward the results of networking cooperation yet, as the model shall be rebuilt over time. However, preparing a teacher of a new type allowed the researchers to witness that several conditions must be met to foster the teaching behaviour.
Thus, organisations have to provide early-career guidance for a potential teacher, create an environment, where all the elements of the educational system (university, school, college, extended education establishments) will interact with one another. They also have to engage the student into the non-formal activity, to change the teacher education standards in order to make them more flexible by increasing the share of practical activity, providing a choice of specialisations and a possibility to design a personal learning trajectory under the guidance of a mentor.
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